**Microcrop**

**Angle cutting station**

- Adjustable blade gap on L blades. Safety protection.
- L cutting up to 3" x 3" x 5/16" without any waste of neither material nor burrs. Material clamping guide.

**Flat bar cutting station**

- Ø 1-3/16" cut and Ø up to 1" in position of flat bar (with slight deformation).
- Cutting of flat bar up to 8" x 1/2". Shearing of an L leg at 45°.
- Material clamping guide.
- Adjustable play between flatbar blades.
- Limit switches for travel setting.

- Non-returning selector switch for approaching.
- Easily removable doors to access hydraulic unit.
Universal Shearing and Punching Machines with one cylinder

This range includes four electrically driven models with the following standard equipment: work table, limit switches and measuring scales. Optionally, electric limit switches may be fitted (except on BENDICROP, which form part of the standard equipment) for cutting flat bar and section iron. The shearing system consists of one single cut, without wasting any material. The MINICROP and MULTICROP have been fitted with a patented floating blade for cutting section iron without any deformation of the material.

1. Monoblock frame.
2. Monoblock blade holder with anti-friction bushings.
3. Electrical box with safety and integrated controls.
4. Electrically driven hydraulic unit with submerged pump.
5. Double acting cylinder.